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You want some more? Advanced embed information, examples, and help! Chilean diplomat, Nazi and Holocaust denier Miguel Serrano FernándezAs Ambassador to India, 1957BornMiguel Joaquín Diego del Carmen Serrano Fernández(1917-09-10)10.9.1917Santiago, ChileDied28 February 2009 (2009-02-28) (age 91)Santiago, ChileResting placeSantiago,
ChileNationalityChileanAlma materInternado Nacional Barros AranaOccupationWriter, author, essayist, journalist, explorer and diplomat Years active 1936–2009[1]Notable work Paradise SnakePeriete FlowerEl/EllaSheba Queen VisitsC.G. Jung and Hermann Hesse: Record of two friendships. Miguel Joaquín Diego del Carmen Serrano Fernández
(September 10, 1917 – February 28, 2009) was a Chilean diplomat, writer, occultist, and fascist activist. A Nazi sympathizer in the late 1930s and early 1940s, he later became a prominent figure in the neo-Nazi movement as an exponent of esoteer hitlerism. Born into a rich family of Chilean descent, Serrano was orphaned as a child and raised by his
grandmother. After training at Internado Nacional Barros Arana, he became interested in writing and far-right politics and became friends with chile's Nazi movement. During World War II, where Chile remained neutral, Serrano campaigned for Nazi Germany and promoted anti-Semitic conspiracy theories with his own two-week publication La Nueva Edad. In
1942, he joined an occult order established by a German immigrant that combined pro-Nazi sentiment with ceremonial magic and kundalini yoga. It portrayed the leader of Nazi Germany, Adolf Hitler, as a spiritual sedator who had embodied Earth as the savior of the driving race and who would lead humanity out of the dark age known as Kali Yuga. Serrano
became convinced that Hitler had not died in 1945, but had survived in secret and lived in Antarctica. After visiting Antarctica, Serrano travelled to Germany and then switzerland, where he met the writer Hermann Hesse and the psychoanalyst Carl Jung; In 1965, he published a reminiscence of his time with the couple. In 1953, Serrano joined chile's
diplomatic corps and was stationed in India until 1963, when he became interested in Hinduism and wrote several books. He later became ambassador to Yugoslavia and then Austria, and in Europe he was in contact with you several former Nazis and other far-right extremists living on the continent. After Chile elected Marxist President Salvador Allenden
Serrano, he was removed from the diplomatic service in 1970. When Allende was ousted in a coup and Augusto Pinochet came to power, Serrano returned to Chile in 1973. He became a prominent organizer of chile's neo-Nazi movement, holding Hitler's birthday party every year, throwing a neo-Nazi rally and producing a neo-Racist political manifesto. He
wrote a trilogy about Hitler in which he outlined his vision of a Nazi leader as an avatar. He kept in touch with neo-Germans in other parts of the world and gave interviews to various foreign extremist publications. In 2008, Serrano was awarded the Santiago Universidad Mayor's Lifetime Achievement Award (Premio a la Trayectoria). [2] [3] [4] Since Savitri
Devi, he has been considered the most significant exponent of neo-Nazi hitlerism. In that move, he gained respect for his dedication to the issue, even among neo-Nas who thought his thoughts were far-fetched. Biography Childhood: 1917–1938 Miguel Joaquín Diego del Carmen Serrano Fernández was born on September 10, 1917. [5] On his mother's line,
he was descended from the Countess of Sierra Bella. [5] His mother, Berta Fernández Fernández, died when Serrano was five years old, while his father, Diego Serrano Manterola, died three years later. [5] He had two younger brothers and a sister, all raised by his fatherly grandmother Fresia Manterola de Serrano, who moved between santiago's terraced
house and a 17th-century mansion in the Claro Valley. From 1929 to 1934 he studied at Internado Nacional Barros Arana. [5] The school had been heavily influenced by Prussian staff members who arrived at the end of the 19th century, and Serrano associated his later Germanophile with this early exposure to German culture. [5] At school, he moved in
literary circles. [5] His close friend was Hector Barreto, a poet and socialist. At the age of 18, Barreto was killed in a fight against uniformed Nacistas, members of the Chilean National Socialist Movement, a fascist group inspired by the example of the German Nazi Party. [5] This event encouraged Serrano to participate in left-wing politics as he began to take
an interest in Marxism and chile's Marxist movement. [5] He wrote articles for left-wing newspapers such as Sobre la marcha, La Hora and Frente Popular. [5] His uncle, the poet Vicente Huidobro, encouraged him to join left-wing Republicans in the ongoing Spanish Civil War, but he did not. [5] Nazism and occultism: Between 1939 and 1952, Serrano began
to be critical of Marxism and leftist politics, instead the Nacistas attracted after their failed coup in September 1938. By July 1939, Serrano was in public contact with the Nacista movement, now organized as a popular socialist vanguard. [6] He began writing their diary in Trabajo and followed their leader, Jorge González von Marées, on his speaking tours
around Chile. [6] At the outbreak of The Second World War, where Chile remained neutral, Serrano expressed support for Nazi Germany. Since July 1941, he published two I'm driving the pro-Nazi publication La Nueva Edad. [6] A journalist was among the magazine's permanent assistants. Supplier. Arriagada, General Francisco Javier Díaz and Hugo Gallo,
who was a cultural atathmy of the Italian Embassy. [6] Through this work, Serrano developed close links with the German Embassy in Chile and its staff. [6] Serrano admired Adolf Hitler and later became convinced that he had not died in 1945 but fled to Antarctica. Although Serrano had shown little interest in Nazi attitudes towards Jews at first, he became
increasingly interested in anti-Semitic conspiracy theories that Jews manipulated world events. [6] Two Chilean artists gave him a Spanish translation of the protocol of zion's oldest protocols, a text purportedly revealing this alleged international Jewish conspiracy. [6] According to historian Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke, it was this discovery of the protocols that
marked a crucial point in serrano's development of Nazism. Starting in November 1941, he began to press excerpts in La Nueva Edad. [6] Serrano was also interested in forms of religious or spiritual practice, such as Western esoteerism and Hinduism. At the end of 1941, Gallo suggested that Serrano could support the German and Italian war efforts not only
with his publications, but also with an eternal indoor machine, leading him from an esoteric order sympathetic to Nazism. [7] Serrano subsequently claimed that this provision was established at the beginning of the 20th century by a German migrant named F.K. [7] Serrano was appointed to the group in February 1942. [7] F. K. claimed that the group owed its
allegiance to the secretive Brahmin elite living in the Himalayas. [7] It is practicing combining kundalinijooga with ceremonial magic and expressing a pro-Nazi position. [7] It adopted a belief in the auske body that could be awakened through various rituals and meditative practices. [7] The group rekindled nazi German leader Adolf Hitler as the savior of the
tempor breed and portrayed him as a shudibudishvabhaba, a launcher of enormous willpower that had voluntarily embodied Earth to help overthrow Kali Yuga, mankind's present dark age. F. K. claimed that through the fence roller he was able to connect with Hitler, during which they had different conversations. When World War II ended with the defeat of
Nazi Germany in 1945, Serrano was convinced that Hitler had not committed suicide in Berlin, as claimed by the victorious Allies. Instead, Serrano believed Hitler had fled and lived in Antarctica, either in a remote warm environment on the mainland or under the ice cover itself. [7] This idea had been proposed to him by F. K., who claimed that he was still in
distressing contact with Hitler, but it was also widely rumoured in the Latin American press. [8] In 1947, Ladislao Szabó's book Hitler est was published which affected Serrano. Szabón Szabón claimed the U-boat convoy took Hitler to safety in Queen Maud Land. [9] From 1947 to 1948, Serrano travelled to Antarctica as a journalist for the Chilean army. In
1948, he wrote his own short book, La Antártica y otros Mitos, which repeated Szabó's claims to Hitler's survival. In 1951, Serrano travelled to Europe, and in Germany he visited several sites associated with the Nazi Party, including Hitler's Berlin bunker, Hitler's Berghof home and spandau prison, where Rudolf Hess and other prominent Nazis were then
imprisoned. [9] During this trip, he also visited Switzerland, where he met and befriended author Hermann Hesse and psychoanalyst Carl Jung. [9] Diplomatic career: From 1953 to 1970, Serrano met with Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru (right) in May 1957 In 1953, Serrano joined the Chilean diplomatic corps after several other family members. [9] He
hoped to be commissioned to India, a country he considered a source of great spiritual truth. He thrived on this and remained in India until 1962. During this time, he visited many Hindu temples and sought evidence of the secretive Brahma order that F. K. had claimed to start. [9] As a diplomat, he met with a number of prominent figures, including Jawaharlal
Nehru, Indira Gandhi and the 14th President of the United States. [9] In India, he wrote and published two books: Visits by the Queen of Sheba (1960), which featured Jung's foreword, and The Snake of Paradise (1963), which discussed her experiences in the country. [9] Serrano had conducted a follow-up correspondence with Jung between 1957 and
1961. [10] In 1965, his books C. J. Jung and Hermann Hesse: A Record of Two Friendships were published. [10] When he left India, from 1962 to 1964 he was sent as Chilean Ambassador to Yugoslavia. [9] From 1964 on 1970, he served as his country's ambassador to Austria, where he lived in Vienna. [9] During the latter deployment, he also represented
Chile in the International Atomic Energy Agency and the United Nations Organisation for Industrial Development, both of which were From Vienna. [9] During his time in Europe, he had sought out a number of individuals associated with Nazism and, more broadly, the extreme right. These included visits to Ahnenerbe founder Herman Wirth, designer and
occultist Wilhelm Landig, poet Ezra Pound and traditionalist thinker Julius Evila. [11] He forging friendships with several people involved in the old Nazi movement, including Léon Degrelle, Otto Skorzeny, Hans-Ulrich Rudel, Marc Saint-Loup Augier and Hanna Reitsch. [11] He also discussed matters with ancient astronaut Robert Charroux. [11] In the 1970
Chilean presidential election, Marxist Salvador Allende was elected president. Later that year, Serrano was dropped from the country's diplomatic service. [12] Instead of He moved to Switzerland and rented an apartment in Casa Camuzzi, where Hesse had lived from 1912 to 1931, montagnola in Swiss Ticico. [10] Later life: 1973–2009 The loss of diplomatic
status combined with the establishment of a Marxist government in Chile led Serrano to take an interest in Nazism. [10] He began reading several recently published books that allegedly identified the links between Nazism and occultism. In 1973, his book El/Ella: Book of Magic Love was published. After Allende was ousted in September 1973 and under
Augusto Pinochet the right-wing military regime came to power, Serrano returned to Chile. However, he noticed that pinochet's regime was not interested because of his neo-Nazi and esoter Hitlerist ideas. [11] In 1980, his book Nos: A Book of the Resurrection was published, a form of an autobiography of Jungian psychology. [10] He also produced a trio of
books that became known as his Hitler trilogy: El Cordón Dorado: Hitlerismo Esotérico (1978), Adolf Hitler, el Ultimo Avatãra (1984) and Manú: Por el hombre que vendra (1991). [13] He was increasingly associated with the old Nazis living in Chile and their neo-Nazi supporters. In May 1984, he attended the funeral of Walter Rauff, a Waffen SS member who
fled to Chile after The Second World War. [11] In 1986, he published a manifesto of political Nazism in the Southern Cone of South America. [14] He began throwing the annual celebrations of Hitler's birthday at a rural retreat in Chile. In September 1993, he led a neo-Nazi rally in Santiago wearing what had become his trademark black leather jacket in honor
of Nazi Rudolf Hess and Nacistas, who died after their 1938 coup attempt. In addition to playing a role in organizing chile's neo-Naze movement, Serrano continued to exchange correspondence with neo-Nazes in other parts of the world, such as the American Matt Koehl. [14] Serrano was widely interviewed in the Greek far-right magazine TO ANTIΔOTO.
Here he sought to get a younger audience involved by comparing his millennial vision of Nazism to his perception of corruption in modern liberalism. [14] He was also the founder of the neo-American Satanist group The Flaming Sword, founded by New Zealander Kerry Bolton. [16] Bolton had also written his own study on Serrano's esoter Hitlerism,[17] and
the occult framework of the Black Order were influenced by Serrano's ideas. [18] Despite the interest taken by Nazi Satanists in Serrano's work, he criticized attempts to link Satanism to Nazism, in 2001 tastient that individuals who did so only damage our sacred struggle with all california coke, such as He added that many Satanists are unaware that they
are being psychotronically manipulated, in fact hypnotized when they are not infiltrated by the CIA, Mossad and other such secret organizations. [19] By the early 1990s, Serrano's esoter hitlerist ideas spread among modern pagans,[20], growing particular popularity among far-right members of the pagan religion in the United States. [21] Katja Lane, the
American pagan of the Wotansvolk Group, secured the rights to publish English translations of Serrano's work,[22] and Wotansvolk became the main promoter of Serrano's writings in the Anglophone world through 14 Word Press. [23] One of the most significant far-right pagans that influenced Serrano's ideas was Jost Turner. [24] Another American occultist
referring to Serrano's ideas was Michael Moynihan, who also mentioned being influenced by Evola, Muammar Gaddafi, Michael Bakunin and James Mason. In 1994, Serrano, a close friend of Degrelle's, wrote a book dedicated to him, Nuestro Honor Se Llama Lealtad. [26] Serrano had three children with his first wife. [27] Serrano died on 28 February
2009[28][29][30][31][27][32][2] after suffering a stroke in his apartment in the Santa Lucía Hill sector in santiago, the capital. [33] At her funeral, the public cemetery had the crypt of Irene Klatt Getta, where her coffin and a crowd of more than 100 stopped before continuing. [27] Personal life at the age of 25 Serrano married Carmen Rosselot Bordedau in
Santiago on September 11, 1945. [34] In 1943, his first son, José Miguel Diego, was born. [36] [37] He is also known as José Miguel Serrano Rosselot[35] and writes as a journalist for La Tercera newspaper. [39] [40] [41] In 1944, his daughter Carmen was born. She is also known as Carmen Serrano Rosselot. In 1948, his third child, son Cristián Alvaro, was
born. He is also known as Cristián Serrano Rosselot. In 1951, he met Irene Klatt Getta in Santiago, who played a central role in her life and to whom she devotes much of her work. In 1952, he died. He said of him: Desde ese día yo destruí todo, cualquier posibilidad de otro amor igual, hasta mi propio matrimonio. Nunca más she podido amar nadie así. Solo
solo, he's amado irene. (From that day on, I destroyed everything, every chance of another equal love, even my own marriage. I've never been able to love anyone like that again. I just loved Irene.) [46] [44] Andrea Sierra wrote in El Mercurio that she called him Allouin and was the only one – she said – that she really loved. At his funeral in the cemetery, his
coffin stopped in his crypt before he continued. In 1985, Carmen Rosselot Bordeau died. [47] Andrea of Chilean newspaper El Mercurio Rosario Duarte was his first wife. Sierra doesn't mention Carmen Rosselot. Rosselot. Although serrano's official website does not mention Rosario Duarte, only marriage to Carmen Rosselot Bordau and then another to
María Isabel Pérez Quintela. In 2000, Serrano married his second wife, María Isabel Pérez Quintela (also known as Sabela P. Quintela, now his literary executor) in Valparaíso. [48] [27] [49] [33] [38] [50] Quintela inherited two apartments after her death from her late husband Don Miguel on Santa Lucía in Santiago in front of Cerro: Santa Lucia 282,
Apartment 71 and Santa Lucia 382, 6C. Sebela first met Serrano in Spain in 1989. Sabela came to live in Chile in 1994 and in those years they shared Valparaiso in a house located at Avenida Alemania 5558. [33] Reception and heritage The historian of religion Mattias Gardell described Serrano as one of the most important occult fascist ideologies in the
Spanish-speaking world. [21] Arthur Versluis, a historian of religion, noted that Serrano was the most important figure in esoteric hitlerism after Savitri Dev. According to Goodrick-Clarke, Serrano's mystical Nazism was a notable example of the successful migration of Thulean mythology to South America in the post-war period. [53] Goodrick-Clarke
considered it likely that the old Nazis would welcome Serrano's enthusiasm and undying loyalty to his hero Adolf Hitler, even if they considered the esoteric Hitlerist mythology he advertised to be carved from afar. By contrast, Goodrick-Clarke thought to younger neo-Nazis that the coloring of pop mythology, Hinduism and extraterrestrial Aryan god adds
sensational attraction to the powerful myths of elitism, planetary destiny and jewish cosmic cosmic conspiracy. [14] Historian Rafael Videla Eissman suggested erecting a serrano commemorative plaque west of Cerro Santa Lucía, although the municipality of Santiago rejected the idea in June 2014. [54] In February 2016, the newspaper La Segunda
published an interview with Serrano's grandson Sebastián Araya discussing his relationship with his grandfather. [55] In December 2017, writer and journalist Gonzalo León published a fictional novel about Serrano's life. [56] Ideas See also: Chilean Nazism Serrano termed his philosophy as esoter Hitlerism, which he has described as a new religious faith
capable of transforming today's materialistic man into a new idealistic hero, and also much more than religion: It's a way to turn a hero into God. [57] In 1984, he published his 643-page tome Adolf Hitler, el Último Avatãra (Adolf Hitler: The Last Avatar), dedicated to the Führer's honor, Adolf Hitler. In this delicate work, Serrano opens his ultimate philosophical
will with complex esoter and mythological Through. [10] He claims that there has been a vast historical conspiracy to conceal the origins of advanced mankind. Origin. The epic view opens with extragalactic creatures that founded the first Hyperborean, an above-ground but non-physical world that was neither geographically constrained nor bound by
reincarnation circuits. Hyperboreans were acetexual and reproduced through the plasmical emanations of their eternal bodies; Vril's power was to command them, the light of the Black Sun flowed through their blowjors, and they could see with the third eye. Serrano claims that the last documents relating to them were destroyed along with the Alexandrian
library and that most recently these creatures have been misunderstood as aliens entering spacecraft or UFOs. However, the first Hyperborea was irrelevant and completely outside our methic universe. [58] The latter is under the jurisdiction of Demiurge, an inferior god whose earth is a physical planet Earth. Demiurge had created an imitation of humanity in
the form of protohuman robots like Neanderthal man and deliberately drove his creature into an endless spiral of unintentional rebirth on a sekinic level with no higher purpose. The Hyperboreans retreated in horror from this trap in the cycles of Demiurge. They themselves take devayana, the way of the gods, when they die and return to earth
(bodhisattvasina) only if they are willing. [58] Hyperboreans dressed in material bodies and landed on another Hyperborea, a ring-shaped continent around the North Pole. In this golden age, or Satya Yuga, they generously advised Demiurge's creations (a black, yellow and red breed native to the planet) and began to elevate them above the animal farm. [59]
Then there was a disaster; Some Hyperboreans rebelled and lost their blood on demiurg creatures, and this transgression through Paradise was lost. Serrano refers to the 6.4. By diluting divine blood, primitive misleading accelerated the process of material decay. This was reflected in the outward-looking catastrophe, and the North and South Keys turned
their positions as a result of the fall of a comet or moon. Napamantere disappeared under flood and Hyperborea became invisible again. [59] Hyperboreans themselves survived, some fled to the South Pole. Serrano sees the mysterious appearance of the fine and artistic Cro-Magnon Man in Europe as evidence of the hyperborean driven south by the Ice
Age. [59] Back then, in the fertile Gobi Desert, another group of reasserated Hyperboreans founded a fantastic civilization. [citation required] The world will become a battle zone between dwindling hyperboreans and demiurge and his entropy forces. [citation required] But Serrano claims that The era can be restored if the hyperborean descendants, the
Aryans, consciously purify their blood to restore divine blood memory:[60] Nothing is more mysterious than blood. Paracelsus thought it was a condensation of light. I believe that is what Aryan, hyperborean blood is – but not the light of the golden sun, not the galactical sun, but the light of the Black Sun, the green ray. [61] Written works Yearbook publisher,
ISBN Notes 1938 Antología del Verdadero Cuento en Chile Santiago de Chile, Talleres Gutenberg. Choices, prologue and Serrano notes. Short stories: Pedro Carrillo, Braulio Arenas, Adrián Jiménez, Juan Tejeda, Eduardo Anguita, Teófilo Cid, Juan Emar, Carlos Droguett, Anuar Atías, Miguel Serrano and Héctor Barreto. 1948 La Antártica y otros Mitos
(Antarctica and other myths) First edition (in Spanish): 1948 (Santiago de Chile). 52 pages Other editions: Excalibur, XIV (winter 1988). New Age Santiago, 2004. ISBN 956-299-394-9. Speech by Miguel Serrano in 1948 after taking part in chile's second Antarctic expedition (1947-1948). Myth: Antarctica is home to unknown creatures. [62] 1950 Ni por mar ni
por tierra... (history de una generación) [Neither on land nor at sea... (generation story)] First edition (Spanish): 1950 (Nascimento, Santiago de Chile). 400 pages. Other editions: EB Books. Santiago, 2017. ISBN 978-956-9436-09-3. Kier, what are you? Buenos Aires, 1979 (abbreviated). A trilogy of exploration in the outside world. Nascimento Santiago,
1974 (abbreviated). The author's first major work on the history of his generation, his own biography and Chilean interpretation according to its landscape, unique on the planet. This book had a huge impact on his own generation (the 38th generation) and the next, which critics considered extraordinary and which in him were polemics for several years. [63]
1957 Quién llama en los Hielos [Invitation to ice fields] Santiago, Chile, editorial Nascimento; Barcelona: Planeta, [1974] ISBN 84-320-5292-2 1960 Los misterios [Mysteries] First Edition (Spanish): 1960 (New Delhi). 20 pages Other editions: Be-uve-drais. Santiago, 2006 (in Spanish). ISBN 956-7878-40-4. EB Books. Santiago, 2016 (in Spanish). ISBN 978-
956-9436-07-9. Excalibur, Vol. XVII (autumn 1989) (Spanish). New Delhi, 1960 (English). In reality, it is a mystery; The author's most secret and unfamiliar work, although translated into English and published in India in a very exclusive edition: handmade paper in Nepal, held in a box lined with raw slic from Gandhi's workshops. illustrated by Chilean painter
Julio Escámez. It is a poetic account of starting magical love in its most dramatic stages: the death of a loved one. [64] 1960 Las visitas de la Reina de Saba. Translated as queen's visits foreword by C.G. Jung [Santiago de Chile] Nascimento; Bombay, New York: Asia Pub. House; New York: Harper &amp; Row [1973, c1972], ISBN 0-06-090315-5; London,
Boston: Routledge and K. Paul [1972], 2. Ton, ISBN 0-7100-7341-0 &amp; ISBN 0-7100-7399-2 (pbk.) One of Miguel Serrano's main works. Translated and published in many languages, it also has a prologue written by CG Jung, which is the only time a famous professor presents a purely literary work. A magical story, a dream within other dreams, as he
described it, in which mythical and arch-enemy figures such as King Solomon, Melkisedek and queen of Sheba perform in a millennia-old setting. 1963 La Serpiente del Paraíso. Translated as the Snake of Paradise: The Story of the Indian Pilgrimage in Santiago, Chile, Editorial Nascimento; London Rider [1963]; New York: Harper &amp; Row [1st American
ed., 1972] ISBN 0-06-090284-1; London: Routledge and Kegan Paul [reformed., 1974], ISBN 0-7100-7784-X &amp; ISBN 0-7100-7785-8 A book in which the author recounts his experiences in India, his links with swamis and gurui, and his pilgrimage in the Himalayas. It covers the period (50s to 60s) of the 20th century during which Miguel Serrano served as
Ambassador to Chile. It is a search and incredible stories in India, full of symbolism with points of exceptional beauty as the child got lost in the temple, a deep analysis of khajuraho sculptures or his encounter with Krishnamurt. [65] 1965 El círculo hermético, de Hesse a Jung. Translated as C.G. Jung and Hermann Hesse: A Record of Two Friendships
Santiago: Zig-Zag [1965]; New York: Schocken Books [1966]; London: Routledge &amp; K. Paul [1966]; ISBN 0-8052-0858-5 Story of meetings, discussions and experiences with author Hermann Hesse and Professor CG Jung. This book has a unique value for the revelations that both great men and scholars made to the author. There are many editions in
different languages and countries. It contains analyses and explanations (based on Miguel Serrano's deep and broad Hinduism) about the characters of Hessen's Demian and Siddharta, as well as Jung himself. There are transcripts of both authors' letters. [66] [67] 1969 The Ultimate Flower New York: Schocken Books [1970, c1969]; London: Routledge
&amp; K. Paul [1969], ISBN 0-7100-6620-1 &amp; ISBN 0-06-090285-X 1972 El/Ella: Book of Magic Love New York: Harper &amp; Row, ISBN 0-06-013829-7; ISBN 0-7100-7762-9 1974 Trilogía de la Busqueda del Mundo Exterior, Chile: Editorial Nascimento Anthology of Ni por mar, ni tier porra, Quién llama en los hielos and La serpiente del paraíso. 1978
El Cordón Dorado: Hitlerismo Esotérico [Golden Thread: Esoter Hitlerism] Part of his Hitler trilogy 1980 Nos, libro de la Translated into numbers, The Book of Resurrection Buenos Aires: Editorial Kier; London, Boston: Routledge &amp; Kegan Paul [1984], ISBN 0-7100-9828-6 1984 Adolf Hitler, el Último Avatãra [Adolf Hitler: The Last Avatar] Part two of his
Hitler trilogy 1986 Nacionalsocialismo, Unica Solución para los Países de Amé del Sur Santiago: Alfabeta; Bogotá: Editorial Solar, 2nd toh. [1987] 1986 La Resurrección del Héroe: Año 97 de la era Hitleriana Santiago: Alfabeta Impresores 1987 Contra la Usura by Gottfried Feder; Serrano [contribuidor]. Santiago, Chile: Alfabeta Impr. Spanish translation
manifest zur Brechung der Zinsknechtschaft des Geldes 1991 MANÚ: Por El Hombre Que Vendra [Manu: For The Future Man] Part three of his Hitler trilogy 1992 No Celebraremos la Muerte de los Dioses Blancos 1994 Nuestro Honor se Llama Lealtad 1995 Imitacion de la Verdad: La ciberpoliítica. Internet, realidad virtual, telepresencia Santiago: Author
1996 Memorias de Él y Yo vol. Me, Aparición del Yo – Alejamiento de Él [Memories of him and me. I's performing, dining himself from him] Santiago: La Nueva Edad. First edition (in Spanish): 1996 (The New Age, Santiago de Chile). 216 pages. ISBN 956-272-246-5. Other editions: Solar. Bogotá, 2001. ISBN 958-8136-15-6. Autobiography – This first part
depicts the childhood and youth of a writer who, in his story, seeks the roots of childhood drama from the lineages and the land of magical Chile with its sacred mountains to finally focus his attention on his generation and end the tragic death of his friend, the writer Héctor Barreth. The event that has given the title to this work seems to be related here: the
discovery of I, detached and independent of it from him, that it seems to know everything and that it would think about the life of the author. [68] 1997 Memorias de Él y Yo vol. II, Adolf Hitler y la Gran Guerra [Memories of Him and Me. Volume II. Adolf Hitler and the Great War] Santiago: La Nueva Edad. First edition (in Spanish): 1997 (The New Age,
Santiago de Chile). 312 pages ISBN 956-272-623-1. Other editions: Solar. Bogotá, 2001. ISBN 958-8136-16-4. Autobiography – According to the Socialist Association, the author talks about his conversion to Nazism (after the massacre of the Chilean Nazis on 5 September 1938) and his performance during The Second World War in supporting Adolf Hitler
and Germany. He also talks about his expedition to Antarctica (1947–1948) and his first trip to Europe (1951), when he met Hermann Hesse. This section ends in dramatic form, perhaps the most impressive of the four books in his memoirs about him and me. [69] 1998 Memorias de Él y Yo vol. III, Misión en los Transhimalaya [Memories of Him and Me.
Volume 3. Mission in Transhimalaya] Santiago: La Nueva Edad. Spain, first edition 312 pages Editions of The New Age (1998) Other editions: Solar. Bogotá, 2001. ISBN 958-8136-17-2. Autobiography – Here is his mission in India and his search in the Himalayas for the original headquarters of the esoteer order to which he belonged, which supported Hitler
and his revolution. Especially important is the story of friendship with Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi (dramatic description of their funerals) and the Dalai Lama. There are also pages specifically referring to his friendship with Professor CG Jung, as well as countless other international personalities of these years. [70] 1999 Memorias de Él y Yo vol. IV, El
Regreso [Memories of Him and Me. Volume 4. Return] Santiago: La Nueva Edad. First edition (in Spanish): 1999 (The New Age, Santiago de Chile). 312 pages isbn 956-288-290-X. Other editions: Solar. Bogotá, 2001. ISBN 958-8136-18-0 (958-8136-8-0). Autobiography – In this last work, his memoirs about him and I think the author will come all the way to



our days. It speaks of his personal experience with Salvador Allende, the military government junta and Marshal Tiv (whom he brought on an official visit to Chile during his diplomatic mission to Yugoslavia) in addition to searching Austria for the roots of esoteer hitlerism and his residence for 10 years in Switzerland (hermann Hessen's house) until he returns
to Chile. , make known the worldview, which was updated again at engadical heights, in the Alps. He also tells us about his failed attempt to settle the Melimoyu volcano in Patagonia, Chile (Kailas Antipode Mountain in Transhimalaya) and how he continued to fight to the end for old ideals and allowed chilean and world youths to be saved on the eve of Kali
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